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Earshe, R.G.-Subandhu's Home. In No. 4434, pp. 214-220. [1420
Admits that owing to the want of authoritative evidence it is a matter
of   speculation  to talk  of    Subandhu's   home,   but  does  not   agree
with   Mr. Manomohan Ghosh   that  Subandhu's   home  was   in Bengal.
Speculates that Subandhu's home was in Central India.
Hornell, James—-Sea-Trade in Early Times.   Aty. XV, No. 59,
pp. 233-256, 1 plate, 8 illus,	[1421
Deals with ancient sea-traffic between the countries lying around the
• shores of the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean;   the
Egyptian Petroglyphs;  Diorite   statues  of   early  Babylonia ;   Indian
shell artifacts;  the Egyptian records;  Indian sea-trade in early times;
the  Indonesia  migration  to  Madagascar and  Chinese  trade   in the
Indian Ocean.
Eusain.   Shaikh   Ohand—-When   and   Where   was  Ferishta
Born?   ABORL   XXII, pp. 74-78.	[1422
Disagrees with Colonel Briggs that Ferishta was born at   Astrabad.
. Discusses the point and ventures a suggestion that Ferishta originally
belonged to Astrabad, b:it that his father came to Ahmadnagar about
the year A. H. 961 (1553 A, D), and that Ferishta was born there.
Indian Year Book—1941-42, and Who's Who.   Vol. XXVIII.
7}4"x5", pp. 1433.   Bannett Coieman, Bombay, 1941. [1423
A statistical and historical annual of the Indian  Empire,  with  an
explanation of the principal topics of- the day.
lyengar, K. &. Srinivasa—What is History? JUB. IX,
Pfc. 4, pp. 1-7.	[1424
Discusses the position of the science of history in its aspects,
Jaffar, S. M — Mediaeval India Tinder Muslim Kings. Vol. II,
7H"*4M",   pp. xv+ 280.   S. M.   Sadiq   Khan,   Khudabad
Street, Peshawar, 1940.	[1425
Deals with the rise and fall of the Ghaznavid dynasty. Besides the
narrative of political events some chapters have also been devoted
to the cultural activities and the form of Government of this period.
James, E. 0.—[Holy Images : An Inquiry into Idolatry and
Image Worship in Ancient Paganism and in Christianity]
by Edwyn Sevan, London, 1940. See ABJHI. III, No. 652.
[1426
"The repudiation of idolatry be certain of the higher religious-
no tably Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Islam and some forms of Christianity
and Hinduism—has arisen from the conclusion that the object bears
no real resemblance to the divinity portrayed rather than from any
refusal to associate the divine with the natural	This volume, by a
distinguished historian and  Hellenist,  is a mine of valuable informa-
tion excavated with supreme skill and precision." Man. XLI, (rp^r),/, 23,

